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Abstract.
A massive tremor stuck Baluchistan Pakistan on September 24, 2013 with a magnitude
of 7.7 recorded on Richter scale. The epicenter was Awaran Baluchistan which directly affected
about 300,000 people leaving about 386 causalities. The impact of this earthquake was so much
large that it created a new landmass which was named as Zalzala Koh later. It was the result
of strike slip faulting at a depth of 15km. The new born island was full of rich minerals, gases
and dead sea animals. This island was 60 feet high, 100 feet wide and 250 feet long. The
classification results of Landsat 8 show that the island completely disappeared in 2019 after 6
six years of its birth. First the volume of this island decreases due to reduced pressure of
internal gases and secondly, the high-pressure water waves vanished it completely. Satellite
imagery proved efficient for spatio-temporal monitoring of various landuse classes.
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Introduction.
Seismic tremor or earthquakes are natural hazards which devastate the natural beauty
and ecological balance of a region badly [1]. Major causalities are due to the clustered human
settlements laying on folds or faults [2]. Severe damages occur near to the epicenters that result
in floods, landslides, fires, broken infrastructure and collapsed buildings. The earthquake which
hit Baluchistan in 2013 was one of the most hazardous earthquakes in the world. This
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earthquake had a magnitude of 7.7 with center at the southern end of Chaman fault. Chaman
fault is an active fault which is 860 km long, running along Pak-China border, and ends in
Arabian sea [3]. Historically, a deadliest earthquake occurred along this fault in 1935 which
destroyed Quetta completely resulting in 30,000 causalities. Such type of earthquakes causes to
create the mountains on earth’s surface and islands by slipping and collision of tectonic plates,
e.g., the Nepal earthquake in 2015 [4].
Baluchistan earthquake occurred in 2013 and created a new island near Gwadar port.
The magnitude of this earthquake was 7.7 which lasted for 8 seconds with the peak degree of
damage. About 300,000 people were directly affected and the Awaran district was the most
effected region because it was near to the epicenter. The mud, wood, and stone houses were
completely demolished. Epicenter of this earthquake was 69km away in North of Awaran and
276 km away from Karachi where 6.11 million people were living [5]. The shocks of this
earthquake were also observed in nearby countries e.g., Afghanistan, India and Iran. The
location of earthquake was above Makran subduction zone. The event occurred due to the
subduction of Arabian plate in North direction underneath the Eurasian plate. In continuity of
2013 Baluchistan earthquake, another earthquake hit Baluchistan in 2014. This earthquake
resulted as 386 causalities and 816 people were injured. Above 32638 houses were completely
destroyed and 14118 were partially damaged.
About four decades ago, the subduction zone was discovered along Makran coast [8]
that was observed with high seismic activity [9] followed by various researches [10, 11, 12,13].
Many researches have been conducted to investigate seismic activity in Makran subduction
zone [11-13].
Heidarzadeh along with his team [14,15] executed deterministic analysis to study five
events of 8.1 magnitude and six events of 8.3 magnitude and found that the Makran subduction
zone had a very deep history with complex tectonic arrangements [16,17,18]. They found that
the Arabian plate was subducted beneath the Eurasian plate. This region is seismically active
enough that 14 out of 23 strong earthquakes occurred along Makran coast [19,20,21] as shown
in Figure 1. The earthquake which happened in 1945 was off the Makran coast that created an
island which vanished later. Such earthquakes are powerful enough that a new coast line can be
generated as a result e.g., an earthquake of magnitude 8.8 hit Chile in 2010 and changed the
shape of coastline completely [22] and even shorten the length of day.
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Figure 1. Seismic activity along Chaman fault. According to
http://www.drgeorgepc.com/Earthquake1935PakistanQuetta.html
Similarly, Baluchistan earthquake was powerful enough that a new island was created
as a result in Paddi Zirr near Gwadar Pakistan [23,24], which has named as Zalzala-Koh “a grey
color mound”. The surface of this new born island was full of dead sea creatures and solid to
walk. This island was composed of mud, sand and rock fragments. This island was 60 feet high,
100 feet wide and 250 feet long. Scientists were looking for existence of fossil fuel, methane
and other rich minerals underneath it’s surface.
The main focus of this research was to investigate the spatio-temporal changes in the
shape of Zalzala-Koh and the main reasons behind it’s getting vanished.
Material and Methods.
Study site.
The study site was generated as a result of severe earthquake which hit Baluchistan in
2013 with magnitude 7.7 at Richter Scale. It was a newly born island which was full of rich
minerals, dead fish residue and other elements. Its size was very small but 99% volume of this
island was under water. The study site was located at a spatial location 25.18oN and 62.26oE.
The dimensions of this earthquake are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 was captured by Earth
Observing 1 satellite by National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Figure 2. A) Newly born Island captured by NASA and B) People visiting this island.
We downloaded the satellite image of Landsat 8 from earth explorer website of various dates
as mentioned in Table 1,
Table 1. Image acquisition dates along with spatial resolution.
1
April 17,2013
Landsat8
30 m2
2
Sep 23,2013
Landsat8
30 m2
3
Nov 28,2016
Landsat8
30 m2
4
July 07,2019
Landsat8
30 m2
A Landsat satellite image is comprised of a spatial resolution of 30 m2 and a swath
width of 185 km2 which consist of layers known as bands. In the first step, these layers were
combined which known as layer staking. The staked image was further corrected geometrically
and classified using spectral signature of soil and water. Both features were very easily
discriminated on the basis of these spectral signatures.
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Figure 3. Spatio-temporal changes from birth to vanishing of Zalzalah Koh.
The results of supervised classification are shown in Figure 3. A part of figure 3 is
showing that there exists no island near to coastline because this image was captured as preearthquake. The B part of this figure is showing that a new island has emerged which has
named a Zalzala-Koh. Figure 3(C) is showing that the island has slightly disappeared and it’s
volume has declined to much extent. Figure 3(D) is showing that the newly born island has
completely vanished.
There may be many reasons behind the vanishing of this island. One of these reasons
is the decline due to internal pressure of gases which were getting cool timely. At the time of
happening of an earthquake, there exists a very large pressure of gases which reduced with
time that caused to contract and square back the swelled land mass. Another reason of
vanishing the Zalzala island was due to the slipping of raw material underneath it’s base.
Discussions:
According to Pakistan metrological department, Quetta and its outskirts along Makran
coast fall in Zone 4 of seismic division in Pakistan. This zone is considered a highly vulnerable
to earthquakes due to the Chaman fault and other raptures to Indian plate. Historically, most
of deadly devastating earthquakes occurred in Baluchistan as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. History of devastating earthquakes in Baluchistan.
Date

Area

May 02, 1668

Shahbundar
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Depth (km)

Cusaulities and other losses.
Many towns were devastated and
50000 people were killed
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June 16, 1819

Allahbund, Pak India
Boundary

Kuch area was destroyed with 3200
causauilities.

September 26, 1827

Lahore

1000 people were killed.

January 24, 1852

Kahan

250 People were killed

December 20, 1892

Chaman Fault, Pak
Afghan Border

Many buildings and man-made
structures were destroyed

20-Oct-09

Loralai and
Sibi (Balochistan)

60

100 causaulities and with serveral
villages were destroyed
This earthquake reached a
maximum RF intensity of 8. It had a
very shallow focal depth and
destroyed most of the mud houses
in the region.

25-Aug-31

Sharigh (Balochistan)

30-May-35

Quetta (Balochistan)

17

Quetta was completely devastated
with 30000 causailities.

27-Nov-45

Off the Makran coast

25

4000 people killed.

28-Dec-74

Malakhand NWFP

22

5300 fatalities.

27-Feb-97

Near Harnai

33

Sibi and Harnai devastated.

20-Nov-02

Gilgit-Astore
region (P.O.K.)

33

23 people killed and 15000 were
homless.

8-Oct-05

Parts of Khyber and
Azad Kashmir

19.1

87,000 Dead and 100,000 injured.
171,884 houses completely
demolished and over 100,000
houses were partially damaged.

29-Oct-08

Quetta (Baluchistan)

18-Jan-11

Baluchistan

68

2 Causalities and hundreds
homeless

24-Sep-13

Awaran (Baluchistan)

10

350 Causalities and thousands
homeless

216 Causalities and thousands
homeless

Indian plate is small in size as compared to Eurasian plate. Indian plate is moving
towards north as 48mm/year. The western and northern edges of Indian plate have created
the highest peaks of the world including Hindukush, Himalaya and the Karakaram range. This
zone is seismically active enough that we get highest surface deformations in this region. A
Chaman fault system was generated in 1505 due to the rapture in Indian plate that caused the
devastation to Kabul in Afghanistan. The earthquake of September 24,2013 caused to form a
new island which proves that Indo-Pak plate is moving in northward direction along the
oblique-strike-slip fault. The northward and downward motion of Arabian plate underneath
the Eurasian plate caused to push the thick layer of rocks and mines which caused to appear
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an island. Such islands have short lives. First their volume is decreases due to reduced pressure
of internal gases and secondly, the high-pressure water waves may washout such structures.
Conclusion:
The Baluchistan earthquake 2013 was a drastic earthquake that resulted in 386 causalities.
Remote sensing and GIS techniques proved efficient for computation of spatial variations
from born to vanishing of Zalzala island. It has become a need of time to predict the
earthquake well in time to humans.
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